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Section 1: Proposal
Project Name

Impact of activities carried out through CSR by CPSEs
on the Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) in last 3 year and
publication of a Book highlighting the best practices
on SBM’

Method of Selection

Lowest financial bid (L1) of the technically qualified
bidders.
Pre-bid conference
29th August, 2017 at 3.00 PM
Venue: Room No. 312, DPE Conference Room,
Department of Public Enterprises, 3rd Floor, Block No. 14,
CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110 003.
Instructions to bidders - Bidders are requested to e-mail
(mishra.bn@nic.in) their queries/requests for clarifications
about the RFP before the scheduled due date of Pre-bid
Conference.
The pre-bid conference will enable the bidders to get
responses to their e-mailed queries and also seek
additional clarifications (if any).
Submission
Date
of Proposals to be submitted by 5 pm, 8th September, 2017
Technical and Financial Any proposal delivered after the deadline will not be
Proposals
considered and returned unopened.
Tentative date of
1st October, 2017
commencement
of
services
Validity of Proposal
Technical and Financial Proposals to be valid upto 8th
January, 2018
Technical
Evaluation Refer to Section 3
Criteria
Contact Person for any Director (CSR),
clarifications
Department of Public Enterprises, 5th Floor, Block No. 14,
CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110 003
Tele (011) 24360624 Fax: (011) 243632613
Email: mishra.bn@nic.in
Copies of Proposal
Invited Institutions must submit original and one copy each
of the Technical and Financial Proposal. A copy of the
Technical Proposal only must be submitted in a pen drive
also in MS Word Format.
(Refer Section 5 for Technical Proposal format and Section
6 for Financial Proposal format)
Proposals non-compliant with aforesaid shall be
disqualified.
Proposal Submission
Director (CSR), Department of Public Enterprises, 5th Floor,
Address
Block No. 14, CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110
003
Consortium, as submitted The Memorandum of Understanding for the consortium
in the Expression of must be included as part of the Technical Proposal
Interest
submission
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Section 2 : Instructions to Bidders
2.1 General
2.1.1 Purpose of the project is to conduct an study on „Impact of activities
carried out through CSR by CPSEs on the Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) in last 3
year and publication of a Book highlighting the best practices on SBM’
2.1.2 No bidder shall submit more than one bid for this project.
2.2 Cost of Proposal
The BIDDER shall bear all costs associated with the preparation and
submission of the Proposal. DEPARTMENT will in no case be responsible or
liable for those costs, regardless of the conduct or outcome of the project.
2.3 Proposal Documents
2.3.1 Contents of Proposal documents
Proposals must offer services for the total requirement. Proposals offering only
part of the requirement will be rejected. The BIDDER is expected to examine
all corresponding instructions, forms, terms and specifications contained in
the Proposal documents. Failure to comply with these documents will be at
the BIDDER‟s risk and may affect the evaluation of the Proposal.
2.3.2 Pre Bid Conference
The Bidders‟ designated representatives are invited to attend the PreBid Conference at their own cost, which is to be held at the venue and time
mentioned in Section 1.
The purpose of the meeting is to clarify issues and to answer questions on any
matter that may be raised at that stage. The Bidder is requested, to submit
any questions in writing to reach Department before the stipulated date and
time given in Section 1.
It may not be practicable at the Pre-Bid Conference to answer questions
received late, but questions and responses will be uploaded on DEPARTMENT
website prior to the deadline for submission of the proposal. In the process of
issuing bid clarifications, DEPARTMENT may choose to give a single
clarification for similar type of queries raised by various bidders.
Non-attendance at the Pre-Bid Conference
disqualification of a Bidder.

will

not

be

a

cause

for

2.3.3 Amendments to the Proposal Documents
At any time prior to the deadline for submission of Proposals, the DEPARTMENT
may, for any reason, whether at its own initiative or in response to a
clarification requested by a prospective BIDDER, modify the Proposal
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Documents by amendment, which shall be uploaded on the DEPARTMENT
website.
In order to afford prospective BIDDERS reasonable time in which to take the
amendments into account in preparing their offers, the DEPARTMENT may, at
its discretion, extend the deadline for the submission of Proposals.
2.4 Preparation of Proposals
2.4.1 Language of the proposal
The Proposals prepared by the BIDDER and all correspondence and
documents relating to the Proposal exchanged by the BIDDER and the
DEPARTMENT shall be written in the English language.
2.4.2 Documents comprising the proposal
The Proposal shall comprise the following components:
a. Technical Proposal, as detailed in section 5
b. Financial Proposal, as detailed in section 6
2.4.3 Technical Proposal
The BIDDER shall structure the Technical Proposal in the manner prescribed in
Section 5.
The Technical Proposal should not contain any pricing information
whatsoever on the services offered. Pricing information shall be separated
and only contained in the appropriate Price Schedules.
Each page of the Technical bid should be signed by the authorized
representative of the bidder.
Information which the BIDDER considers proprietary, if any, should be clearly
marked “proprietary” next to the relevant part of the text and it will then be
treated as such accordingly.
2.4.4 Financial Proposal
The BIDDER shall indicate on the format given in section 6, the price of
services it proposes to provide under the contract.
The BIDDER shall prepare the bid based on details provided in the Proposal
Documents. However, it must be clearly understood that the specifications
and requirements are intended to give the BIDDERS an idea about the order
and magnitude of the work and are not in any way exhaustive and
guaranteed by DEPARTMENT.
Prices quoted must be in INR (Indian Rupees). The prices must be firm and
final and shall not be subject to any upward modifications, on any account
whatsoever.
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The Financial Bid should clearly indicate the price to be charged without any
qualifications whatsoever and should include all taxes, duties, fees, Insurance,
levies, works contract/service tax and other charges as may be applicable in
relation to the activities proposed to be carried out.
The BIDDERS are advised not to indicate any separate discount. Discount, if
any, should be merged with the quoted prices. Discount of any type,
indicated separately, will not be taken into account for evaluation purpose.
However, in the event of such an offer, without considering discount, is found
to be the lowest, the Purchaser shall avail such discount at the time of award
of contract.
2.4.5 Period of validity of proposals
Proposals shall remain valid for One Hundred and Twenty (120) days after the
date of Proposal submission prescribed by the DEPARTMENT, pursuant to the
deadline clause. A Proposal valid for a shorter period may be rejected by the
Department on the grounds that it is non-responsive.
In exceptional circumstances, the DEPARTMENT may solicit the BIDDER‟s
consent to an extension of the period of validity. The request and the
responses thereto shall be made in writing. A BIDDER granting the request will
not be required nor permitted to modify its Proposal.
2.4.6 Format and signing of proposals
The BIDDER shall prepare two copies of each of the Proposal, clearly marking
each “Original” and “Copy” as appropriate. In the event of any discrepancy
between them, the original shall govern. In addition, the bidder shall prepare
a Pen drive also of the Technical Proposal in MS Word Format.
The two copies of the Proposal shall be typed or written in indelible ink and
shall be signed by the BIDDER or a person or persons duly authorised to bind
the BIDDER to the contract. The latter authorisation shall be indicated by
written power-of-attorney accompanying the Proposal.
A Proposal shall contain no interlineations, erasures, or overwriting except, as
necessary to correct errors made by the BIDDER, in which case such
corrections shall be initialled by the person or persons signing the Proposal.
2.4.7 Payment
DEPARTMENT shall effect payments to the Consultant after acceptance by
DEPARTMENT of the invoices submitted by the Consultant, upon achievement
of the corresponding milestones, as per the payment schedule mentioned at
Section 4.
2.5 Submission of Proposals
2.5.1 Sealing and marking of proposals
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The BIDDER shall seal the Proposal in one outer and two inner envelopes, as
detailed below.
(a) The outer envelope shall be addressed to –
Director (CSR)
Department of Public Enterprises
Room No. 521, Block No. 14,
Lodi Road, New Delhi-110003
and, marked with – “Proposal to conduct a study on „Impact of activities
carried out through CSR by CPSEs on the Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) in last
3 year and publication of a Book highlighting the best practices on SBM’
(b) Both inner envelopes (one each for Technical and Financial Proposal
respectively) should be sealed and shall super scribe “Technical Proposal” or
“Financial Proposal” as the case may be and the name and address of the
BIDDER.
(c)The envelope for Technical Proposal should contain the original and copy
as well as the Pen drive along with Bid security amount as detailed in Para 6.1
of proposal.
(d) The envelope containing the Financial Proposal should bear a warning
as “DO NOT OPEN WITH THE TECHNICAL PROPOSAL”.
Note: If the inner envelopes are not sealed and marked as per the
instructions in this clause, the DEPARTMENT will not assume responsibility for the
Proposal‟s misplacement or premature opening.
2.5.2 Deadline for submission of proposals
Proposals must be received by the DEPARTMENT at the address specified in
section 1.
The DEPARTMENT may, at its own discretion extend this deadline for the
submission of Proposals by amending the RFP documents in accordance with
clause Amendments of Proposal Documents, in which case all rights and
obligations of the DEPARTMENT and BIDDERS previously subject to the
deadline will thereafter be subject to the deadline as extended.
2.5.3 Late Proposals
Any Proposal received by the DEPARTMENT after the deadline for submission
of proposals will be summarily rejected.
2.5.4 Modification and withdrawal of Proposals
The BIDDER may withdraw its Proposal after the Proposal‟s submission,
provided that written notice of the withdrawal is received by the
DEPARTMENT prior to the deadline prescribed for submission of Proposals.
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The BIDDER‟s withdrawal notice shall be prepared, sealed, marked, and
dispatched in accordance with the provisions of clause Deadline for
Submission of Proposals. The withdrawal notice may also be sent by telex or
fax but followed by a signed confirmation copy.
No Proposal may be modified subsequent to the deadline for submission of
proposals.
No Proposal may be withdrawn in the Interval between the deadline for
submission of proposals and the expiration of the period of proposal validity
specified by the BIDDER on the Proposal Submission Form.
2.6 Opening and Evaluation of Proposals
2.6.1 Opening of proposals
The proposals shall be opened by a Committee formed by DEPARTMENT, to
be called the „Evaluation Committee‟.
2.6.2 Clarification of proposals
To assist in the examination, evaluation and comparison of Proposals, the
Evaluation Committee may at its discretion, ask the BIDDER for clarification of
its Proposal. The request for clarification and the response shall be in writing
and no change in price or substance of the Proposal shall be sought, offered
or permitted.
2.6.3 Preliminary examination of Technical Proposal
The Evaluation Committee will examine the Proposals to determine whether
they are complete, whether the documents have been properly signed, and
whether the Proposals are generally in order.
2.6.4 Presentation by the bidder:
The presentation should clearly bring out the Consultant‟s understanding of
the requirements of the services, capability and approach for carrying out
the tasks set forth through the nominated experts.
The presentation shall ensure the following:
(i) work plan in graphical format indicating the major activities, interface
requirements and deliverables such as reports required under TOR.
(ii) flow chart may be included to clearly indicate the involvement of the
various agencies including those of consultants/sub-consultant/
Associates/client etc. This may be linked to work plan and staffing
schedule.
(iii) The work plan, flow chart, staffing schedule, approach and
methodology must provide a logical description of how the consultant will
carry out the services to meet all the requirements of TOR.
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(iv) Comments, if any, on the TOR to improve performance in carrying out
the assignment. Innovativeness will be appreciated, including workable
suggestions that could improve the quality/effectiveness of the Consultant.
In this regard, unless the Consultant clearly states otherwise, it will be
assumed that work required to implement any such improvements, are
included in the inputs shown on the Consultant‟s Staffing Schedule.
2.6.5 Evaluation and comparison of Technical proposals
The technical evaluation shall be done by the Evaluation committee on the
basis of the criteria specified in Section 3.
Only the BIDDERS who have secured 75% and above in the evaluation shall
be considered as technically qualified and processed further.
Note: The score weights and points obtainable in the evaluation sheet are
tentative and can be changed depending on the need or major attributes
of technical proposal.
2.6.6 DEPARTMENT right to vary requirements at the time of award
The DEPARTMENT reserves the right at the time of award of contract to vary
the quantity of services and goods specified in the Proposal without any
change in price or other terms and conditions.
2.6.7 Opening of Financial Proposal
The evaluation committee will open the Financial Proposal of only Technically
Qualified Bidders, in the presence of the representatives of the Bidders who
choose to attend, at the time, date and place, as decided by the
DEPARTMENT.
2.6.8 Preliminary examination of Financial Proposal
Each Financial Proposal will be inspected by the Evaluation committee to
confirm that it has remained sealed and unopened. It shall then be
examined by the evaluation committee for completeness and accuracy. If
there are minor Arithmetical errors, the bid amount will be adjusted. If there is
a discrepancy between words and figures, the amount in words will prevail.
2.6.7 Evaluation and comparison of Financial proposals
The representative from DEPARTMENT will read out aloud the name of the
Consultant and the total price shown in the Consultants Financial Proposal.
This information will be recorded in writing by the DEPARTMENT representative.
Evaluation Criteria to be adopted will be on the basis of L1 (Lowest Financial
Bid)
In case of a tie in the bid value, the bidder with the higher Technical Score
will be invited for negotiations and selection first.
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DEPARTMENT reserves the right to negotiate with the most competitive bidder
if required.
2.6.8 Notification of Award
Prior to the expiration of the period of Bid Validity, DEPARTMENT will notify the
Successful Bidder in writing by registered letter or by fax and email, to be
confirmed in writing subsequently by registered letter, that its Bid has been
accepted. The notification of award will constitute the formation of the
Contract.
2.6.9 Signing of Contract
At the same time as DEPARTMENT notifies the Successful Bidder that its Bid has
been accepted, DEPARTMENT will send the Bidder the Contract Form,
incorporating all agreements between the parties. Within 7 days of receipt of
the Contract Form, the Successful Bidder shall sign and date the Contract
and return it to DEPARTMENT. The copy of the Contract is enclosed at Annex1.
2.7.0 Performance Security
Within 7 days of the receipt of notification of award from DEPARTMENT, the
successful Bidder shall furnish a Performance Bank Guarantee (10% of the bid
amount) in accordance with the Conditions of this document. Such Bank
guarantee should have a claim period of three months beyond the contract
period of 4 months.
Failure of the Successful Bidder to comply with the requirement of the above
Clause shall constitute sufficient grounds for the annulment of the award and
forfeiture of the Bid Security, in which event Department may award the
Contract to the next best evaluated Bidder or call for new Bids.
2.7.1 General Rejection Criteria
The following bids would be summarily rejected:
1. Bids submitted without or improper Bid Security or Financial
Bid/proposal.
2. Bids received through Fax/E-Mail.
3. Bids which do not conform to 120 day validity of the Bid as prescribed
in the Bid.
4. If the information provided by the Bidder is found to be incorrect /
misleading at any stage / time during the Biding Process.
5. Bids not submitted in Two cover systems in sealed state (in two separate
envelopes as prescribed in the Bid
6. Bid received by DEPARTMENT after the last date for receipt of Bids
prescribed by DEPARTMENT, pursuant to section 1.
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7. Bids without power of authorization or any other document consisting
of adequate proof of the Signatory‟s Authority.
8. Bids of bidders who are black listed by the Central Government.
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Section 3: Evaluation Criteria
Technical Proposal Evaluation Criteria:
Particulars
Key Personnel
General qualifications, appropriate experience and track record,
experience, back up support, availability and certainty of
obtaining named individuals etc.
Special emphasis on CVs of core team and management structure
of team. Marks allotted would be on the basis of the quality of the
key personnel. The management structure of the team should
specifically indicate the Team leader. The marking would be based
on the quality of key personnel proposed only. Consultant can,
however, propose experts over and above the key personnel.
Experience of the organisation in conducting research studies for
reputed institutes and publications in terms of scope, nature &
value
Previous Experience of the organisation during the last 5 years in
evaluation of similar activities for CPSEs or Government.
Proposed methodology and work plan/execution strategy as
indicated in the Presentation & Technical Proposal.
Objectives and draft presentation of the proposed final report as
well as that of the book on SBM.
Total Marks

Marks

25

25

25
20
05
100

Note 1: All the bidders who submit their proposals would be invited for a
detailed presentation. The Team leader indicated in the proposed team is
expected to make the presentation. The purpose of proposal presentation is
to enable the Department to seek clarifications and gain a better
understanding about the team and the approach to the assignment.
Note 2: The minimum qualifying mark for technical bids shall be 75%.
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Section 4: Payment Schedule
S.
No.

Stage/Activity

Stages

1.

Launch Report

Design of Study methodology and
survey instruments.
Prepare detailed plan for collection of
information with timelines for key
milestones.
Discussion with various stakeholders
before finalizing the plan, Study
methodology and survey instruments.
Discussion shall be in the form of a
workshop at New Delhi and formal
interaction with CPSEs
Based on the feedback from the
stakeholder discussions, finalization of
information collection plan, Study
methodology and survey instruments.
After completion of survey and
information collection, submission of
draft report and draft book on SBM.
Discussion with stakeholders on draft
report and book in the form of workshop
at New Delhi. Presentation/ Discussions
with the stakeholders on Draft Report
and book on SBM and Submission of
Final Report
Acceptance of the Final Report and
book on SBM by the Competent
Authority in the Department

2.

Submission of
Draft Report

3.

Submission of
Final Report

4.

Acceptance of
Final Report
and book on
SBM
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%age of
total
Payment
payable

25%

25%

10%

40%

Section 5: Technical Proposal
The technical proposal should contain the following documents:
5.1 Cover Letter
In the cover letter, the bidder should confirm the following:









confirm that all personnel listed in the technical proposal will be
available to provide the required services for the duration of the
contract as set-out in the technical proposal.
confirm that the technical and financial proposals are valid upto 8th
January, 2018.
confirm that the bidder has not indulged in any corrupt or fraudulent
practices in preparing this proposal.
confirm that the person signing the cover letter and the proposal has
been duly authorized to do so.
cover letter to contain the name, address, telephone and fax no., and
email id of the authorized person with whom Department to
communicate.
confirm that the bidder will bear all costs incurred in connection with
the preparation and submission of the proposal and to bear any further
pre-contract costs.
confirm that the terms and conditions laid out in the RFP document are
acceptable.
Confirm that, if the financial Proposal is accepted, to commence and
complete delivery of all services specified in the contract within the
time frame stipulated.

5.2 BIDDER Firm‟s profile, in general
5.3 Key Personnel
Names & CVs of the key personnel to work on this project (The CV should
include name of staff, nationality of staff, profession/designation of staff,
proposed position in the team, whether employee of the firm, number of
years with the firm, key qualifications, date of birth, education and
experience in the relevant fields. Each team member who is not a full time
employee of the firm to give an undertaking that he/she is available to
undertake the tasks allocated to him/her in the technical proposal. The CVs
should be of maximum 2 pages each and signed (by the key personnel)
confirming that the information given in the CV is correct.
5.4 Experience of the firm
5.4.1 in similar studies/projects in terms of scope, nature and value.
5.4.2 in the field of evaluation of similar activities for CPSEs or Government
14

In each case, the firm should give the details of the projects/assignments
undertaken during the last 5 years only, in detail (including name of
assignment, name/address of employer, date of award of assignment, date
of completion of assignment, nature of the assignment, value of the
assignment, scope/geographical coverage of the assignment and role of the
firm viz. prime consultant, sub-consultant, consortium member etc.)
5.5 Proposed methodology and work plan/execution strategy.
5.6 Objectives & chapterisation of the proposed final report and the book to
be published on SBM.
5.7 Matters not appropriate in any other appendix, e.g. Joint Ventures,
Disclosures, Conflict of Interest etc. may also be mentioned in this Section.
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Section 6 – Financial Proposal
6.1 Bid Security
6.1.1 Bid Security of Rs 1 lakh by way of Account Payee Demand Draft, Fixed
Deposit Receipt, Banker‟s Cheque or Bank guarantee issued by a
Nationalised/Scheduled Bank in favour of Drawing and Disbursing Officer,
Department of Public Enterprises, New Delhi shall be furnished by the
consultant at the time of responding to the Proposal. Bid Security must be
valid up to 120 days after the last date of submission of proposal and the
same will be returned to the un-successful bidders after completion of
selection process. Bid Security to be part of Technical Proposal
6.1.2 The bid security of the successful bidder will be discharged upon the
acceptance of the final report by the competent authority.
6.2

Format for submission of the Financial Proposal

To
The Director (CSR),
Department of Public Enterprises,
Ministry of Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises,
Block No. 14, CGO Complex,
Lodi Road, New Delhi
Dear Sir,
We, the undersigned, offer to provide the services to conduct an Study on
„Impact of activities carried out through CSR by CPSEs on the Swachh Bharat
Mission (SBM) in last 3 year and publication of a Book highlighting the best
practices on SBM’ in accordance with your Request for Proposal dated [Insert
Date] and our Technical Proposal. Our attached Financial Proposal is for the
sum of [Insert amount(s) in words and figures]. This amount is inclusive of all
applicable taxes and duties.
Our Financial Proposal shall be binding upon us subject to the modifications
resulting from Contract negotiations, up to expiration of the validity period of
the Proposal, i.e. before the date indicated in Section 1.
We undertake that, in competing for (and, if the award is made to us, in
executing) the above contract, we will strictly observe the laws against fraud
and corruption in force in India namely “Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988”.
We acknowledge the right of the Department to reject our Bid without
assigning any reason or otherwise and hereby waive, to the fullest extent
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permitted by applicable law, our right to challenge the same on any
account whatsoever.
We offer a Bid Security of Rs. 1 lakh (Rupees One Lakh only) to the
Department in accordance with the Proposal Document.
The Bid Security in the form of bank guarantee/ Account Payee DD/Banker‟s
Cheque/Fixed Deposit Receipt is attached.
We understand you are not bound to accept any Proposal you receive.
We remain,
Yours sincerely,
Authorized Signature [In full and initials]:
Name and Title of Signatory:
Name of Bidder:
Address:
NOTE - The Bidder should quote the total lump sum price for providing the
services included in the terms of reference inclusive of local indirect taxes,
service tax and duties.
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Section 7: Terms of Reference
7.1 Background on CSR
Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) had issued first guidelines on
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) to Central Public Sector Enterprises
(CPSEs) in April, 2010, which were revised as Guidelines on CSR and
Sustainability to CPSEs in April, 2013. However, these guidelines ceased to exist
after the coming into force of the provisions of Section 135 of Companies Act,
2013 on CSR, the Companies (CSR Policy) Rules, 2014 notified by M/o
Corporate Affairs (MCA) thereunder and the Schedule-VII of the Act which
lists the activities to be undertaken by companies under CSR.
After coming into effect of the CSR provisions of the Companies Act, 2013
applicable since 1st April, 2014, CPSEs have stepped into the third year of
implementation of CSR. The time has now come to evaluate the impact of
CSR projects/ activities undertaken by CPSEs on the society. Keeping this in
view, it has been decided to ascertain the status of implementation of CSR
provisions of the Act by CSR eligible CPSEs in various sectors like education,
healthcare, skill development, empowerment of women, promotion of sports,
Swachh Bharat, Sanitation, upliftment of marginalized sections of society and
impact thereof in the living conditions of stakeholders and beneficiaries in
different part of the country, including rural/ backward areas.
India is the first country in the world where CSR has been implemented
through a legislation by the companies in corporate as well as public sector.
7.2 Scope of work
The study would cover all the CSR eligible CPSEs so that entire spectrum of
Central Public Sector is benefited. The list of CSR eligible CPSEs having net
profits identified to be covered in the study is at Annex 2.
7.3 Main Tasks
(i) Document the assessment of the „Impact of activities carried out through
CSR by CPSEs on the Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) to community/ society at
large during the last 3 years and allocation of funds towards various activities
for ‘Swachh Bharat Mission along with the name of implementing agencies
engaged to undertake activities/ projects, including the following:
a) Development of areas around CPSE projects, units, factories and other part
of the country, including the North Eastern part of the country.
b) Document the best practices on Swachh Bharat Mission
18

(ii) Identify lack of initiative and implementation gaps in the identified CPSEs
and reasons for such gaps.
(iii) Recommend measures to be taken by defaulting CPSEs for bridging these
gaps
(iv) Document activities being carried out on ‘Swachh Bharat Mission’ by few
leading private sector companies in India and few leading overseas
agencies/groups may also be referred in this regard.
(v) Highlighting the best practices on SBM through a publication of a Book to
encourage CPSEs to put more efforts towards SBM
7.4 Main Deliverables
The consultant is expected to deliver the following during the course of the
assignment:
1. Launch Report
i. A brief note on the Survey methodology and survey instruments to be
adopted.
ii. A note on the detailed plan for information collection with timelines for key
milestones.
iii. A note for discussion with various stakeholders, before finalizing the plan,
survey methodology and survey instruments.
iv. Based on the feedback from the stakeholder interactions, Note
mentioning final selection of CPSEs, final information plan, survey
methodology and survey instruments.
2. Draft Report
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Report presenting the findings of the survey and information collection.
A note for discussion with stakeholders to discuss the findings in a
structured manner for ratification.
To conduct interaction with various stakeholders and a report on main
feedback points.
Based on the feedback from the stakeholder workshops, submission of
Draft Report

3. Final Report
7.5 DELIVERABLES AND TIME FRAMES
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The consultant shall commence work within a week of signing of the contract
and shall complete the assignment with in a period of four months. The
following table lists the deliverables and their respective time frames.
S.No. Deliverables

1.
2.
3.

Time Frame
(Months from the date
of
signing of the contract)
Month 1, 2
Month 3
Months 4

Launch Report
Draft Report
Final report

Along with the deliverables listed in the table above the consultant shall
submit a fortnightly activity/progress report. All the reports being submitted to
the client are to be supplied in 3 (three) hard copies, along with in a pen
drive.
In case the successful bidder is not able to comply with deliverables and
time-frame indicated above, the Department reserves the right to impose a
penalty of forfeiture of bid security.
7.6 Key Personnel
One each of the following specified experts should form part of the proposed
team.
i. Team Leader : He/ She should be familiar with Public Sector Management
Systems. This key person in the project should have extensive experience in
institutional and organisation analysis or experience in management of
CPSEs. The person would have qualifications in management with good
knowledge and adequate experience in institutional/organisational level
analysis preferably in Public Sector/Management and implementation of CSR
in CPSEs.
ii. CSR and Public Sector expert: This person would have expertise in CSR
laws/regulations and issues related to implementation of CSR activities in
CPSEs. Preference will be given to those who have work experience in
handling the progrmmes related to Swachh Bharat Mission.
7.7 Payment Terms and Schedule
As specified in Section 4 of this document
7.8 Reporting Arrangements
20

The Implementing Agency would be responsible to report to the Director
(CSR), Department of Public Enterprises; or any other official entrusted by
Department to oversee the functioning of the study. The Project
Director/Project Manager (from the consultants core team), is especially
required to liaise with the DEPARTMENT on a regular basis to ensure the
smooth development and functioning.
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Section 8: GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
8.1 General Provisions
Unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms whenever used in
this Contract have the following meanings:
a. “Applicable Law” means the laws and any other instruments having the
force of law in India, as they may be issued and in force from time to time.
b. Contract means the Contract signed by the Parties;
c. “Effective Date‟ means the date on which this Contract comes into force
and effect pursuant to clause 8.7;
d. “Government” means Government of India;
e. „Local currency‟ means the Indian Rupees;
f. “Member”, in case the Implementing Agency consists of a joint venture of
more than one entity, means any of these entities, and “Members” means all
of these entities;
g. “Party‟ means the Department or the Implementing Agency, as the case
may be, and Parties means both of them;
h. “Personnel” means persons hired by the Implementing Agency or by any
Sub- Consultant as Employees and assigned to the performance of the
Services or any part thereof; and „key personnel‟ means the personnel
referred to in Clause 5.3 and 7.6.
i. "Services" means the work to be performed by the Implementing Agency
pursuant to the contract. The approach and methodology to be adopted by
the Implementing Agency for carrying out the assignment may be modified
after mutual discussions with Department. The work plan as indicated by the
Implementing Agency may also get modified accordingly.
j. "Sub-consultant" means any entity to which the Implementing Agency
subcontract part of the Services in accordance with the provisions of Clause
8.13.12 (a); and
k. "Third Party" means any person or entity other than the
Government/Department and the Implementing Agency
l. “Department” means Department of Public Enterprises, New Delhi
8.2 Relation between the Parties
Nothing contained herein shall be construed as establishing a relation of
master and servant or of principal and agent as between the Department
and the Implementing Agency. The Implementing Agency, subject to this
Contract, should have complete charge of Personnel and Sub-consultants, if
any, performing the Services and shall be fully responsible for the Services
performed by them or on their behalf hereunder. The Consultant shall be
considered as having the legal status of an independent Consultant vis-à-vis
DEPARTMENT. The Consultant's personnel and sub-Consultants shall not be
considered in any respect as being the employees or agents of DEPARTMENT
or the Government.
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8.3 Law Governing Contract
This Contract, its meaning and interpretation, and the relation between the
Parties shall be governed by the Applicable Law.
8.4 Notices
Any notice, request or consent required or permitted to be given or made
pursuant to this Contract shall be in writing. Any such notice, request or
consent shall be deemed to have been given or made when delivered in
person to an authorized representative of the Party to whom the
communication is addressed, or when sent by registered mail, telex, telegram
or facsimile.
8.5 Language
This Contract has been executed in the English language, which shall be the
binding and controlling language for all matters relating to the meaning or
interpretation of this Contract.
8.6 Taxes and Duties
The Implementing Agency, Sub-consultants and Personnel shall pay such
taxes, duties, fees and other impositions as may be levied under the
Applicable Law and the Department shall perform such duties in regard to
the deduction of such taxes as may be lawfully imposed. The Department
shall not be liable for any tax levied on the remuneration and allowances of
the Implementing Agency as per this contract.
8.7 Effectiveness of Contract
This Contract shall come into force and effect on the date (the "Effective
Date") of the Department‟s notice to the Implementing Agency instructing
the Implementing Agency to begin carrying out the Services.
8.8 Expiration of Contract
Unless terminated earlier pursuant to Clause 8.12 this Contract shall expire
when services have been completed and all payments have been made as
per the payment schedule mentioned at section 4.
8.9 Modification
Modification of the terms and conditions of this Contract, including any
modification of the scope of the Work, may only be made by written
agreement between the Parties to the contract or their duly authorized
representatives with the mutual consent of both parties.
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8.10 Force Majeure
8.10.1. Definition
a. For the purposes of this Contract, "Force Majeure" means an event which is
beyond the reasonable control of a Party, and which makes a Party's
performance of its obligations hereunder impossible or so impractical as
reasonably to be considered impossible in the circumstances, and includes,
but is not limited to, war, riots, civil disorder, earthquake, fire, explosion, storm,
flood or other adverse weather conditions, strikes, lockouts or other industrial
action (except where such strikes, lockouts or other industrial action are within
the power of the Party invoking Force Majeure to prevent), confiscation or
any other action by government agencies.
b. Force Majeure shall not include (i) any event which is caused by the
negligence or intentional action of a party or such Party's Sub-consultants or
agents or employees, nor (ii) any event which a diligent Party could
reasonably have been expected to both (A) take into account at the .time
of the conclusion of this Contract and (B) avoid or overcome in the carrying
out of its obligations hereunder.
c. Force Majeure shall not include insufficiency of funds or failure to make any
payment required hereunder.
8.10.2 No Breach of Contract
The failure of a Party to fulfil any of its obligations hereunder shall not be
considered to be a breach of, or default under, this Contract insofar as such
inability arises from an event of Force Majeure, provided that the Party
affected by such an event has taken all reasonable precautions, “due care"
and reasonable alternative measures, all with the objective of carrying out
the terms and conditions of this Contract.
8.10.3 Measures to be taken
a. A Party affected by an event of Force Majeure shall take all reasonable
measures to remove such Party's inability to fulfil its obligations hereunder with
a minimum of delay.
b.A Party affected by an event of Force Majeure shall notify the other Party
of such event as soon as possible, and in any event not later than fourteen
(14) days following the occurrence of such event, providing evidence of the
nature and cause of such event, and shall similarly give notice of the
restoration of normal conditions as soon as possible.
c. The Parties shall take all reasonable measures to minimize the
consequences of any event of Force Majeure.
8.10.4 Extension of Time
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a. Any period within which a Party shall, pursuant to this Contract, complete
any action or task, shall be extended for a period equal to the time during
which such Party was unable to perform such action as a result of Force
Majeure. This doesn‟t preclude the Department from extending the time
period of the assignment in pursuant to clause 8.13.12(b).
8.10.5 Consultation
Not later than thirty (30) days after the Implementing Agency, as the result of
an event of Force Majeure, have become unable to perform a material
portion of the Services, the Parties shall consult with each other with a view to
agreeing on appropriate measures to be taken in the circumstances.
8.11 Suspension
The Department may, by written notice of suspension to the Implementing
Agency, suspend all payments to the Implementing Agency hereunder if the
Implementing Agency fail to perform any of their obligations under this
Contract, including the carrying out of the Services, provided that such
notice of suspension (i) shall specify the nature of the failure, and (ii) shall
request the Implementing Agency to remedy such failure within a period not
exceeding thirty (30) days after receipt by the Implementing Agency of such
notice of suspension.
8.12 Termination
8.12.1 By the Department
The Department may, by not less than seven (7) days' written notice of
termination to the Implementing Agency, such notice to be given after the
occurrence of any of the events specified in paragraphs (a) through (g) of
this Clause, terminate this Contract.
a. if the Implementing Agency fail to remedy a failure in the performance of
their obligations hereunder, as specified in a notice of suspension pursuant to
Clause 8.11 hereinabove, within seven (7) days of receipt of such notice of
suspension or within such further period as the Department may have
subsequently approved in writing;
b. if the Implementing Agency become insolvent or bankrupt or enter into
any agreements with their creditors for relief of debt or take advantage of
any law for the benefit of debtors or go into liquidation or receivership
whether compulsory or voluntary;
c. if the Implementing agency fail to comply with any final decision reached
as a result of arbitration proceedings pursuant to Clause 8.19.3 hereof;
d. if the Implementing agency submit to the department a statement which
has a material effect on the rights, obligations or interests of the department
and which the Implementing agency know to be false;
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e. if, as the result of Force Majeure, the Implementing Agency is unable to
perform a material portion of the Services for a period of not less than sixty
(60) days; or
f. if the Department, in its sole discretion and for any reason whatsoever,
decides to terminate this Contract.
g. if the Implementing agency, in the judgment of the Department has
engaged in corrupt or fraudulent practices in competing for or in executing
the Contract. For the purpose of this clause: "corrupt practice" means the
offering, giving, receiving or soliciting of anything of value to influence the
action of a public official in the selection process or in contract execution.
"fraudulent practice" means a misrepresentation of facts in order to influence
a selection process or the execution of a contract to the detriment of the
Borrower, and includes collusive practice among Consultants (prior to or after
submission of proposals) designed to establish prices at artificial noncompetitive levels and to deprive the Borrower of the benefits of free and
open competition.
8.12.2 By the Implementing Agency
The Implementing Agency may, by not less than seven (7) days' written
notice to the Department, such notice to be given after the occurrence of
any of the events specified in paragraphs (a) through (d) of this Clause,
terminate this Contract:
a. if the department fails to pay any money due to the Implementing Agency
pursuant to this Contract and not subject to dispute pursuant to Clause 8.19
hereof within seven days (7) days after receiving written notice from the
Implementing Agency that such payment is overdue;
b. if the department is in material breach of its obligations pursuant to this
Contract and has not remedied the same within seven (7) days (or such
longer period as the Implementing agency may have subsequently
approved in writing) following the receipt by the department of the
Implementing Agency‟s notice specifying such breach;
c. if, as the result of Force Majeure, the Implementing Agency is unable to
perform a material portion of the Services for a period of not less than seven
(7) days; or
d. if the Department fails to comply with any final decision reached as a
result of arbitration pursuant to Clause 8.19.3 hereof.
8.12.3 Cessation of Services
Upon termination of this Contract by notice of either Party to the other
pursuant to Clauses 8.12.1 or 8.12.2 hereof, the Implementing Agency shall,
immediately upon dispatch or receipt of such notice, take all necessary steps
to bring the Services to a close in a prompt and orderly manner and shall
make every reasonable effort to keep expenditures for this purpose to a
minimum. With respect to documents prepared by the Implementing Agency
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and equipment and materials furnished by the Department, the
Implementing Agency shall proceed as provided, respectively, by Clauses
8.13.14 or 8.13.15 hereof.
8.12.4 Payment upon Termination
In the event of such termination, the Implementing Agency shall be
compensated for the actual amount of work performed to the satisfaction of
the Department on pro rata basis after offsetting against these payments any
amount that may be due from the Implementing Agency to the Department.
All advances paid to the Implementing agency shall be immediately
refunded to the Department along with the borrowing rate of interest of
Government of India (@ 12%) from the date of receipt of the said amount by
the Implementing agency to the date of refund thereof.
8.12.5 Disputes about Events of Termination
If either Party disputes whether an event specified in paragraphs (a) through
(d) of Clause 8.12.1 or in Clause 8.12.2 hereof has occurred, such Party may,
within forty-five (45) days after receipt of notice of termination from the other
Party, refer the matter to arbitration pursuant to Clause 8.19 hereof, and this
Contract shall not be terminated on account of such event except in
accordance with the terms of any resulting arbitral award.
8.13 Obligation of the Implementing Agency
8.13.1 Standard of Performance
The Implementing Agency shall perform the Services and carry out their
obligations hereunder with all due diligence, efficiency and economy, in
accordance with generally accepted professional techniques and practices,
and shall observe sound management practices, and employ appropriate
advanced technology and safe and effective equipment, machinery,
materials and methods. " The Implementing Agency shall always" act, in
respect of any matter relating to this Contract or to the Services, as faithful
advisers to the Department, and shall at all times support and safeguard the
Department's legitimate interests in any dealings with Sub- consultants or Third
Parties. The Consultant shall be responsible for the professional and technical
competence of its employees and will select, for work under this Contract,
reliable individuals who will perform effectively in the implementation of this
Contract, respect the local customs, and conform to a high standard of
moral and ethical conduct.
8.13.2 Fraud and Corrupt Practices
8.13.2.1 The Bidders and their respective officers, employees, agents and
advisers shall observe the highest standard of ethics during the Bidding
Process and during the subsistence of the contract. Notwithstanding anything
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to the contrary contained herein, or in the contract, the Department may
reject a Bid, or terminate the Contract, as the case may be, without being
liable in any manner whatsoever to the Bidder, if it determines that the Bidder
has, directly or indirectly or through an agent, engaged in corrupt practice,
fraudulent practice, coercive practice, undesirable practice or restrictive
practice in the Bidding Process. In such an event, the Department shall be
entitled to forfeit and appropriate the Bid Security or Performance Security, as
the case may be, as Damages, without prejudice to any other right or
remedy that may be available to the Department under the Bidding
Documents and/ or the Contract, or otherwise.
8.13.2.2 Without prejudice to the rights of the Department under Clause
8.13.2.1 hereinabove and the rights and remedies which the Department
may have under the contract, or otherwise if a Bidder is found by the
Department to have directly or indirectly or through an agent, engaged or
indulged in any corrupt practice, fraudulent practice, coercive practice,
undesirable practice or restrictive practice during the Bidding Process, or
during the execution of the Contract, such Bidder shall not be eligible to
participate in any tender or RFP issued by the Department during a period of
2 (two) years from the date such Bidder is found by the Department to have
directly or indirectly or through an agent, engaged or indulged in any corrupt
practice, fraudulent practice, coercive practice, undesirable practice or
restrictive practices, as the case may be.
8.13.2.3 For the purposes of this Clause 8.13.2, the following terms shall have
the meaning hereinafter respectively assigned to them:
(a) "corrupt practice" means the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting,
directly or indirectly, of anything of value to influence the actions of any
person connected with the Bidding Process (for avoidance of doubt, offering
of employment to or employing or engaging in any manner whatsoever,
directly or indirectly, any official of the Department who is or has been
associated in any manner, directly or indirectly, with the Bidding Process or
has dealt with matters concerning the contract or arising therefrom, before or
after the execution thereof, at any time prior to the expiry of one year from
the date such official resigns or retires from or otherwise ceases to be in the
service of the Department, shall be deemed to constitute influencing the
actions of a person connected with the bidding process.
(b) "fraudulent practice" means a misrepresentation or omission of facts or
suppression of facts or disclosure of incomplete facts, in order to influence the
Bidding Process;
(c) "coercive practice" means impairing or harming, or threatening to impair
or harm, directly or indirectly, any person or property to influence any
person's participation or action in the Bidding Process;
(d) "undesirable practice" means (i) establishing contact with any person
connected with or employed or engaged by the Department with the
objective of canvassing, lobbying or in any manner influencing or attempting
to influence the Bidding Process; or (ii) having a Conflict of Interest; and
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(e) "restrictive practice" means forming a cartel or arnvmg at any
understanding or arrangement among Bidders with the objective of
restricting or manipulating a full and fair competition in the Bidding Process.
8.13.3 Encumbrances/Liens
The Implementing Agency shall not cause or permit any lien, attachment or
other encumbrance by any person to be placed on file or to remain on file in
any public office or on file with DEPARTMENT against any money due or to
become due for any work done or materials furnished under this Contract, or
by reason of any other claim or demand against the Consultant.
8.13.4 Use of name, Emblem or official seal of Department /Government
The Implementing Agency shall not advertise or otherwise make public the
fact that it is a service provider to the Department, nor shall the Implementing
Agency, in any manner whatsoever use the name, emblem or official seal of
Department or the Government, or any abbreviation of the name of
Department or the Government in connection with its business or otherwise.
8.13.5 Law Governing Services
The Implementing Agency shall perform the Services in accordance with the
Applicable Law and shall take all practicable steps to ensure that any Subconsultants, as well as the Personnel of the Implementing Agency and any
Sub- consultants, comply with the Applicable Law.
8.13.6 Conflict of Interests
8.13.6.1 The Remuneration of the Implementing Agency pursuant to Clause
8.16.1 hereof shall constitute the Implementing Agency's sole remuneration in
connection with this Contract or the Services and, subject to Clause 8.13.6.2
hereof, the Implementing Agency shall not accept for their own benefit any
trade commission, discount or similar payment in connection with activities
pursuant to this Contract or to the Services or in the discharge of their
obligations hereunder, and the Implementing Agency shall use their best
efforts to ensure that any Sub- consultants, as well as the Personnel and
agents of either of them, similarly shall not receive any such additional
remuneration.
8.13.6.2 If the Implementing Agency, as part of the Services, have the
responsibility of advising the Department on the procurement of goods, works
or services, the Implementing Agency shall comply with any applicable
procurement guidelines of the Government of India and shall at all times
exercise such responsibility in the best interest of the Department. Any
discounts or commissions obtained by the Implementing Agency in the
exercise of such procurement responsibility shall be for the account of the
Department.
8.13.7 Confidentiality
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The Implementing Agency, their Sub-consultants and the Personnel of either
of them shall not, disclose any proprietary or confidential information relating
to the Project, the Services, this Contract or the Departments business or
operations without the prior written consent of the Department.
8.13.8 Liability of the Implementing Agency
The Implementing Agency‟s liability under this Contract shall be as provided
by the Applicable Law.
8.13.9 Insurance to be taken out by the Implementing Agency
All costs involved in taking the insurance will be borne by the Implementing
agency.
8.13.10 Reporting Arrangements
The Implementing agency shall neither seek nor accept instructions from any
authority external to the Department in connection with the performance of
services under the Contract
8.13.11 Accounting, Inspection and Auditing
The Implementing Agency (i) shall keep accurate and systematic accounts
and records in respect of the Services, in such form and detail as will clearly
identify all relevant time charges and cost, and the bases thereof; (ii) shall
permit the Implementing Agency or its designated representative
periodically, and up to one year from the expiration or termination of this
Contract, to inspect the same and make copies thereof as well as to have
them audited by auditors appointed by the Department; and (iii) shall permit
the Department to inspect the Implementing Agency's accounts and records
relating to the performance of the Implementing Agency and to have them
audited by auditors appointed by the department.
8.13.12 Implementing Agency‟s Actions Requiring Department‟s Prior
Approval
The Implementing Agency shall obtain the Department's prior approval in
writing before taking any of the following actions:
(a) entering into a subcontract for the performance of any part of the
Services, it being understood
(i) that the selection of the Sub-consultant and the terms and conditions of
the subcontract shall have been approved in writing by the Department prior
to the execution of the subcontract, and
(ii) that the Implementing Agency shall remain fully liable for the performance
of the Services by the Sub- consultant and its Personnel pursuant to this
Contract.
(b) Extension of time period for completion of services for any reason
including Force majeure.
8.13.13 Reporting Obligations
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The Implementing agency shall furnish, compile or make available at all times
to the Department and records of information, oral or written, which the
Department may reasonably request of the services to be performed under
this contract.
8.13.14 Documents Prepared by the Implementing Agency to Be the Property
of the Department
a. All drawings, photographs, reports, questionnaires, recommendations,
estimates, documents and all other data, including the Raw data, compiled
or received by the Implementing Agency under this Contract shall be the
property of the Department, shall be treated by him/her as confidential, shall
be delivered only to the duly authorized officials on completion of work under
this Contract or as may otherwise be specified by the Department under this
Contract. In no event shall be the contents of such document or data are
made known by the Implementing Agency to any person or organisation
without written approval of the Department. Subject to the provisions of this
Article, the Implementing Agency may retain a copy of the document
produced by him.
b. All copyright, patents and other intellectual property rights in all countries
and all proprietary rights in the manuscripts, records and other materials
except for the existing materials, publicly or privately owned, collected or
prepared in the course of the execution of this Contract, shall become the
property of the Department as appropriate, who shall have the right to
publish the same in whole or in part, copyright and takeout patents etc. as
the Department may determine appropriate.
8.13.15 Equipment and Materials Furnished by the Department
Equipment and materials made available to the Implementing Agency by
the Department, or purchased by the Implementing Agency with funds
provided by the Department, shall be the property of the Department and
shall be marked accordingly. Upon termination or expiration of this Contract,
the Implementing Agency shall make available to the Department an
inventory of such equipment and materials and shall dispose of such
equipment and materials in accordance with the Department‟s instructions.
Such equipment or property when returned to the
Department shall be in the same condition as when delivered to the
Implementing agency, subject to normal wear and tear. The Implementing
agency shall, if any event be liable to the Department for the loss of or
damage to such equipment or property through his/her fault or negligence.
8.14 Implementing Agency‟s Personnel and Sub-consultants
8.14.1 In general, the Implementing Agency shall employ such qualified and
experienced Personnel, as are required to carry out the said study.
8.14.2 Removal and/or Replacement of Personnel
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a. Except as the Department may otherwise agree, no changes shall be
made in the Key Personnel. If, for any reason beyond the reasonable control
of the Implementing Agency, it becomes necessary to replace any of the
Personnel, the Implementing Agency shall forthwith provide as a
replacement a person of equivalent or better qualifications with the prior
approval of the department.
b. If the Department (i) finds that any of the Personnel has committed serious
misconduct or has been charged with having committed a criminal action,
or (ii) has reasonable cause to be dissatisfied with the performance of any of
the Personnel, then the Implementing Agency shall, at the Department's
written request specifying the grounds therefore, forthwith provide as a
replacement a person with qualifications and experience acceptable to the
department.
8.15 Right and remedies of department
8.15.1 Nothing in or relating to this contract shall be deemed to prejudice or
constitute a waiver of any rights or remedies of the Department
8.15.2 The Department shall not be liable for any consequences of, or claims
based upon any act of omission on the part of the Government
8.16 Payment to the consulting agency
8.16.1 Lumpsum remuneration
The Implementing agency‟s total remuneration shall not exceed the
Contract price and shall be a fixed lump sum including all staff costs, sub
consultants costs, printing, communications, travel, accommodation and the
like, and all other costs incurred by the Implementing Agency in carrying out
the said study.
8.16.2 Terms and Conditions for payment
i. Payments will be made to the account of the Implementing agency and
according to the payment schedule stated in Section 4.
ii. Payments will be made by the Department within sixty days of its approval
of the quality of the deliverable from the Implementing agency against each
milestone, as mentioned at clause 7.4 and on the receipt of the
corresponding invoice from the Implementing Agency specifying the amount
due.
8.17 Indemnification
a. The Implementing agency shall indemnify, hold and save harmless and
defend at his/her own expenses the department and its personnel from and
against all suits, claims, demands and liability of any nature whatsoever,
including without limitations, costs and expenses arising out of acts or
omissions of the Implementing agency its employees and/or agents caused
by or resulting from any operations(s) conducted by or on behalf of the
Implementing Agency
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b. The Implementing agency shall , at all times, further indemnify Department
against any damages, cost, expenses and/or claims occasioned by any
infringement(s) of Copyrights or Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) of any third
party occasioned by the services acts or commissions or omission or on
behalf of the Implementing agency.
c. Any failure or delay on the part of any party to exercise right or power
hereunder shall not operate as a waiver thereof
d. Neither this contract nor any rights under it may be assigned by either
party without the express prior written consent of the other party. However
upon assignment of the assignor‟s interest in this Contract, the assignor shall
be released and discharged from its obligations hereunder only to the extent
that such obligations are assumed by the assignee.
e. The Implementing agency shall at all times indemnify the department
against any claims which may be made under the Workmen‟s compensation
act, 1923 or any statutory modification thereof or otherwise for or in respect
of any damages or compensation payable in consequence of any accident
or injury sustained by any workmen, staff and agent of the Implementing
agency or to the person whether in the employment of the Implementing
agency or not
8.18 Operation of the Contract
The Parties recognize that it is impractical in this Contract to provide for every
contingency which may arise during the life of the Contract, and the Parties
hereby agree that it is their intention that this Contract shall operate fairly as
between them, and without detriment to the interest of either of them, and
that, if during the term of this Contract either Party believes that this Contract
is operating unfairly, the Parties will use their best efforts to agree on such
action as may be necessary to remove the cause or causes of such
unfairness, but no failure to agree on any action pursuant to this Clause shall
give rise to a dispute subject to arbitration in accordance with Clause 8.19
hereof.
8.19 Settlement of Disputes
8.19.1 Amicable Settlement
The Parties shall use their best efforts to settle amicably all disputes arising out
of or in connection with this Contract or the interpretation thereof.
8.19.2 Dispute Settlement
Any dispute between the Parties as to matters arising pursuant to this
Contract which cannot be settled amicably within thirty (30) days after
receipt by one Party of the other Party's request for such amicable settlement
may be submitted by either Party for settlement in accordance with the
provisions specified in Clause 8.19.3
8.19.3 Dispute Settlement Mechanism
8.19.3.1 Arbitration
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Any disputes arising out of or in connection with this Contract shall be
submitted to arbitration to a sole arbitrator, if attempts at settlement by
negotiations and/or conciliation have failed. A person of appropriate
seniority from the Department would be the Sole arbitrator. The arbitrator shall
give its award on the costs, which may be divided between the parties. The
decision rendered in the arbitration shall constitute final adjudication of the
dispute. The venue of arbitration shall be at New Delhi in India. The arbitration
shall be governed by the Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996 as amended
from time to time. In any arbitration proceeding hereunder:
i. The English language shall be the official language for all purposes; and
ii. The decision of the sole arbitrator shall be final and binding and shall be
enforceable in any court of competent jurisdiction in New Delhi and the
parties hereby waive any objections to or claims of immunity in respect of
such enforcement.
8.19.3.2 Jurisdiction
In case of any dispute, jurisdiction shall be a court in the NCT of Delhi/New
Delhi only.
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Annex 1
(Contract for Execution on Stamp Paper of Rs.100/-)
CONTRACT
This contract is made at Delhi on this _______ day of _________(Month) of two
Thousand Seventeen Between Department of Public Enterprises, Government
of India (hereinafter called Department and [name of Selected Agency]
(hereinafter called Agency) on the other part:
Whereas the Department has decided to assign the task of undertaking an
„Impact of activities carried out through CSR by CPSEs on the Swachh Bharat
Mission (SBM) in last 3 year and publication of a Book highlighting the best
practices on SBM’ to the Agency following the procedure laid down in
proposal issued by the Department on ….th August, 2017.
The Agency undertakes to abide by the Terms and Conditions as laid down in
the Proposal document and complete the study within time-schedule
prescribed in the proposal issued by the Department on….th August, 2017

IN WITNESS WHEREOF..................................... (Name and Designation of the
Authorized representative of the Agency) for ............................. (Name of
agency) and Shri B.N. Mishra, Director(CSR) on behalf of Department of
Public Enterprises hereunto have set their respective hand on the _____ day of
_______ (month) of 2017 herein above written.
Signature ................................. on behalf of Agency
Signature …………………………. on behalf of Department
In the presence of Witness:
1. Name & Address
2. Name & Address
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List of CPSEs

Annex 2

List of CPSEs having Networth >= 500 Cr. Or Turnover >= 1000 Cr. Or Net Profit >= 5 Cr. From 201516
(Rs. in Crore)
Avg. of 3 years
PBT

Profit (PBT)
S. No.

CPSEs

1

AIR INDIA AIR TRANSPORT
SERVICES LTD.

2

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF INDIA

3

ANDREW YULE & COMPANY LTD.

4

ANTRIX CORPORATION LTD.

5

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS MFG. CORPN.
OF INDIA

6

BALMER LAWRIE & CO. LTD.

7

BALMER LAWRIE INVESTMENTS
LTD.

8

BEL OPTRONICS DEVICES LTD.

9

BHARAT COKING COAL LTD.

10

BHARAT DYNAMICS LTD.

11

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2% of
Avg of 3
Years

0.98

2.54

100.88

34.80

0.70

1338.12

2765.55

2791.41

2298.36

45.97

14.00

25.43

13.89

17.77

0.36

253.95

296.37

325.40

291.91

5.84

23.51

31.47

31.65

28.88

0.58

223.52

219.62

210.44

217.86

4.36

32.61

36.09

37.69

35.46

0.71

8.57

7.67

5.41

7.22

0.14

1709.06

2089.01

1154.22

1650.76

33.02

419.06

508.59

614.19

513.95

10.28

BHARAT ELECTRONICS LTD.

1114.59

1174.74

1466.69

1252.01

25.04

12

BHARAT HEAVY ELECTRICALS LTD.

9432.44

5014.30

2140.01

5528.92

110.58

13

BHARAT PETROLEUM CORPN.
LTD.

4035.69

5948.98

7415.51

5800.06

116.00

14

BRAHMAPUTRA VALLEY
FERTILIZER CORPN. LTD.

-32.64

-158.29

647.44

152.17

3.04

15

BRAITHWAITE BURN & JESSOP
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LTD.

58.37

68.42

74.07

66.95

1.34

16

BRIDGE & ROOF CO.(INDIA) LTD.

56.03

16.96

17.89

30.29

0.61

17

CEMENT CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

8.11

16.20

40.08

21.46

0.43
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18

CENTRAL COALFIELDS LTD.

2683.56

2525.87

2740.34

2649.92

53.00

19

CENTRAL INLAND WATER
TRANSPORT CORPN. LTD.

1.88

135.97

11.24

49.70

0.99

20

CENTRAL MINE PLANNING &
DESIGN INSTITUTE LTD.

29.77

34.60

39.33

34.57

0.69

21

CENTRAL RAILSIDE WAREHOUSE
CO. LTD.

24.48

27.94

21.55

24.66

0.49

22

CENTRAL WAREHOUSING CORPN.

209.23

256.47

260.06

241.92

4.84

23

CERTIFICATION ENGINEERS
INTERNATIONAL LTD.

11.36

9.58

13.39

11.44

0.23

24

COAL INDIA LTD.

10338.03 15420.47 13651.89

13136.80

262.74

25

COCHIN SHIPYARD LTD.

26

CONCOR AIR LTD.

27

275.55

290.95

367.57

311.36

6.23

0.00

0.13

17.19

5.77

0.12

CONTAINER CORPORATION OF
INDIA LTD.

1212.08

1284.25

1294.45

1263.59

25.27

28

COTTON CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

40.20

41.94

26.02

36.05

0.72

29

DREDGING CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

21.60

38.83

65.37

41.93

0.84

30

E. C. G. C. LTD.

350.00

539.05

255.17

381.41

7.63

31

EASTERN COALFIELDS LTD.

1897.18

1299.28

1782.41

1659.62

33.19

32

EdCIL(India) Ltd.

8.16

14.05

7.11

9.77

0.20

33

ELECTRONICS CORPN. OF INDIA
LTD.

30.96

68.33

65.51

54.93

1.10

34

ENGINEERING PROJECTS (INDIA)
LTD.

31.65

26.11

41.21

32.99

0.66

35

ENGINEERS INDIA LTD.

890.94

698.02

467.56

685.51

13.71

36

FCI ARAVALI GYPSUM &
MINERALS (INDIA) LTD.

42.28

44.99

54.82

47.36

0.95

37

FERRO SCRAP NIGAM LTD.

2.53

12.43

25.36

13.44

0.27

38

FERTILIZER CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

10778.08

0.06

190.98

3656.37

73.13

39

FOOD CORPN. OF INDIA

-4.35

478.06

0.00

157.90

3.16

37

40

GAIL (INDIA) LTD.

6057.77

6402.32

4284.36

5581.48

111.63

41

GAIL GAS LTD.

34.81

17.09

24.88

25.59

0.51

42

GARDEN REACH SHIPBUILDERS &
ENGINEERS LTD.

193.15

187.23

76.02

152.13

3.04

43

GOA SHIPYARD LTD.

26.12

-62.79

53.17

5.50

0.11

44

HANDICRAFTS & HANDLOOM
EXPORTS CORP. OF INDIA LTD.

2.87

3.93

4.94

3.91

0.08

45

HINDUSTAN AERONAUTICS LTD.

3496.97

3577.69

3172.52

3415.73

68.31

46

HINDUSTAN COPPER LTD.

403.61

430.65

80.45

304.90

6.10

47

HINDUSTAN PETROLEUM CORPN.
LTD.

1474.54

2615.51

4154.12

2748.06

54.96

48

HINDUSTAN PREFAB LTD.

-3.70

0.58

6.60

1.16

0.02

49

HLL LIFECARE LTD.

37.80

36.22

37.52

37.18

0.74

50

HOOGHLY DOCK AND PORT
ENGINEERS LTD.

-39.84

180.01

15.01

51.73

1.03

51

HOUSING & URBAN DEV. CORPN.
LTD.

1061.70

1094.35

1180.94

1112.33

22.25

52

HSCC (INDIA) LTD.

36.01

37.13

37.95

37.03

0.74

53

INDIA INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE
CO. LTD.

1514.30

934.86

1216.51

1221.89

24.44

54

INDIA TOURISM DEV. CORPN.
LTD.

5.48

11.93

38.95

18.79

0.38

55

INDIA TRADE PROMOTION
ORGANISATION

152.29

180.01

207.85

180.05

3.60

56

INDIAN OIL CORPORATION LTD.

5647.80

9925.51

7995.29

7856.20

157.12

57

INDIAN RAILWAY CATERING AND
TOURISM CORPN. LTD.

96.42

133.77

213.11

147.77

2.96

58

INDIAN RAILWAY FINANCE
CORPORATION LTD.

1454.17

1572.03

1914.17

1646.79

32.94

59

INDIAN RARE EARTHS LTD.

237.44

71.77

3.15

104.12

2.08

60

INDIAN RENEWABLE ENERGY

250.58

340.30

378.57

323.15

6.46

38

DEVT.AGENCY LTD.
61

IRCON INFRASTRUCTURE &
SERVICES LTD.

62

IRCON INTERNATIONAL LTD.

63

2.79

13.41

20.29

12.16

0.24

1014.73

1249.06

844.29

1036.03

20.72

IRRIGATION & WATER
RESOURCES FINANCE
CORPORATION LTD.

13.04

12.60

9.30

11.65

0.23

64

KAMARAJAR PORT LTD.

216.74

400.19

425.82

347.58

6.95

65

KANTI BIJLEE UTPADAN NIGAM
LTD.

-14.15

-0.66

45.15

10.11

0.20

66

KARNATAKA ANTIBIOTICS &
PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

15.19

12.07

17.33

14.86

0.30

67

KARNATAKA TRADE PROMOTION
ORGANISATION

5.74

4.64

12.46

7.61

0.15

68

KOLKATA METRO RAIL
CORPORATION LTD.

0.00

0.00

5.86

1.95

0.04

69

KUMARAKRUPPA FRONTIER
HOTELS LTD.

5.36

8.64

8.86

7.62

0.15

70

M S T C LTD.

193.40

-107.37

131.47

72.50

1.45

71

MAHANADI COALFIELDLS LTD.

6202.48

5429.08

5314.24

5648.60

112.97

72

MAHANAGAR TELEPHONE NIGAM
LTD.

-5321.12

8322.31

-2893.39

35.93

0.72

73

MAZAGON DOCK SHIPBUILDERS
LTD.

638.89

587.57

746.00

657.49

13.15

74

MECON LTD.

150.72

68.69

33.01

84.14

1.68

75

MINERAL EXPLORATION CORPN.
LTD.

31.33

38.23

91.60

53.72

1.07

76

MISHRA DHATU NIGAM LTD.

117.78

121.43

138.51

125.91

2.52

77

MOIL LTD.

636.78

769.33

650.57

685.56

13.71

78

MUMBAI RAILWAY VIKAS
CORPORATION LTD.

12.24

23.01

36.57

23.94

0.48

79

NATIONAL ALUMINIUM

905.04

917.81

2113.42

1312.09

26.24

39

COMPANY LTD.
80

NATIONAL BACKWARD CLASSES
FINANCE & DEVP.CO.

81

25.69

19.85

37.34

27.63

0.55

NATIONAL BLDG. CONSTN.
CORPN. LTD.

301.64

338.84

391.00

343.83

6.88

82

NATIONAL HANDICAPPED
FINANCE & DEVPT. CORPN.

4.64

9.64

9.59

7.96

0.16

83

NATIONAL HANDLOOM
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LTD.

10.32

18.39

38.60

22.44

0.45

84

NATIONAL INFORMATICS CENTRE
SERVICES INCORPORATED

54.05

64.37

84.32

67.58

1.35

85

NATIONAL MINORITIES DEVP. &
FINANCE CORPORATION

43.61

29.09

34.39

35.70

0.71

86

NATIONAL PROJECTS
CONSTRUCTION CORPN. LTD.

58.12

48.45

12.89

39.82

0.80

87

NATIONAL SAFAI KARAMCHARIS
FINANCE & DEVPT. CORPN

5.76

6.70

8.86

7.11

0.14

88

NATIONAL SCHEDULED CASTES
FINANCE & DEVP. CORPN.

25.18

30.07

36.14

30.46

0.61

89

NATIONAL SCHEDULED TRIBES
FINANCE & DEVP. CORPN.

6.74

18.38

22.09

15.74

0.31

90

NATIONAL SEEDS CORPN. LTD.

62.26

80.68

37.05

60.00

1.20

91

NATIONAL SMALL INDUSTRIES
CORPN. LTD.

92.35

114.71

132.59

113.22

2.26

92

NEYVELI LIGNITE CORPN. LTD.

2047.65

2209.13

2382.92

2213.23

44.26

93

NHDC LTD.

740.91

1351.50

983.77

1025.39

20.51

94

NHPC LTD.

3202.13

1583.06

2826.17

2537.12

50.74

95

NMDC Ltd.

9462.35

9760.96

9768.47

9663.93

193.28

96

NORTH EASTERN ELECTRIC
POWER CORPORATION LTD.

295.44

288.00

420.27

334.57

6.69

97

NORTHERN COALFIELDS LTD.

4420.58

3355.71

3713.47

3829.92

76.60

40

98

NTPC LTD.

16578.63 13904.65 10546.65

13676.64

273.53

99

NTPC VIDYUT VYAPAR NIGAM
LTD.

-52.78

91.28

66.48

34.99

0.70

100

NUCLEAR POWER CORPN. OF
INDIA LTD.

2614.58

2884.34

2808.12

2769.01

55.38

101

NUMALIGARH REFINERY LTD.

262.86

562.65

1134.25

653.25

13.07

102

OIL & NATURAL GAS
CORPORATION LTD.

30544.33 32431.94 26555.23

29843.83

596.88

103

OIL INDIA LTD.

5283.23

4410.44

3728.70

4474.12

89.48

104

ONGC VIDESH LTD.

6694.45

7002.41

3185.23

5627.36

112.55

105

ORISSA MINERAL DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY LTD.

26.25

16.74

25.84

22.94

0.46

106

PAWAN HANS LTD.

27.94

61.24

71.73

53.64

1.07

107

PFC CONSULTING LTD.

23.39

40.86

33.33

32.53

0.65

108

PFC GREEN ENERGY LTD.

-0.25

19.51

28.30

15.85

0.32

109

POWER FINANCE CORPORATION
LTD.

5967.04

7558.31

8378.23

7301.19

146.02

110

POWER GRID CORPORATION OF
INDIA LTD.

5644.86

6263.75

6289.38

6066.00

121.32

111

POWER SYSTEM OPERATION
CORPORATION LTD.

130.35

90.96

79.71

100.34

2.01

112

RAIL VIKAS NIGAM LTD.

167.46

195.17

236.35

199.66

3.99

113

RAILTEL CORPORATION INDIA
LTD.

141.53

168.91

166.21

158.88

3.18

114

RAJASTHAN ELECTRONICS AND
INSTRUMENTS LTD.

39.29

19.88

20.96

26.71

0.53

115

RASHTRIYA CHEMICALS AND
FERTILIZERS LTD.

380.12

367.32

509.63

419.02

8.38

116

RASHTRIYA ISPAT NIGAM LTD.

526.47

549.15

103.35

392.99

7.86

117

REC POWER DISTRIBUTION CO.
LTD.

15.98

50.17

52.52

39.56

0.79
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118

REC TRANSMISSION PROJECTS
CO. LTD.

119

RITES LTD.

120

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION CORPN.
LTD.

121

4.09

34.30

69.92

36.10

0.72

345.07

386.09

456.10

395.75

7.92

5163.95

6531.12

7427.04

6374.04

127.48

SAIL REFRACTORY COMPANY LTD.

14.78

23.28

33.68

23.91

0.48

122

SCOOTERS INDIA LTD.

-6.00

13.60

11.09

6.23

0.12

123

SECURITY PRINTING & MINTING
CORPN. INDIA LTD.

578.72

346.72

-281.76

214.56

4.29

124

SJVN LTD.

1184.58

1338.19

2047.25

1523.34

30.47

125

SOLAR ENERGY CORPORATION OF
INDIA

0.00

-4.17

11.92

2.58

0.05

126

SOUTH EASTERN COALFIELDS
LTD.

6290.37

7202.68

5659.54

6384.20

127.68

127

STEEL AUTHORITY OF INDIA LTD.

3240.66

3224.55

2358.91

2941.37

58.83

128

TAMIL NADU TRADE PROMOTION
ORGANISATION

21.67

27.48

23.43

24.19

0.48

129

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS (INDIA) LTD.

19.87

20.03

23.78

21.23

0.42

130

THDC INDIA LTD.

597.51

665.97

738.05

667.18

13.34

131

THE JUTE CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

18.98

16.47

16.09

17.18

0.34

132

URANIUM CORPORATION OF
INDIA LTD.

144.17

16.33

11.33

57.28

1.15

133

WAPCOS LTD.

85.06

102.51

111.05

99.54

1.99

134

WESTERN COALFIELDS LTD.

428.87

325.86

544.79

433.17

8.66
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